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By sclcctmg VUIOUS vlbromc lcvcls of the mtcrmcdlarc state in resonant two.photon lonltation, dlffcrent vibratronsl da- 
tnbuuo,ns arc obscrvcd in the rcsulling photoclcctron spectrum. In tius manner ,uhhtion;ll vlbnuon;ll mformarlon ~sob- 
tomed, compared to that found m one-pholon VW PES, mcludmg the obscrvsuon of nona%dly symmctnc modes. This 1s 
dlustratcd for the chlorobenzcnc molecule. 

1. Introduction 

Photoelectron spectroscopy has been one of the 
most powerful methods for determming the electronic 
and vibrational structure of molecular Ions [I]. For 
molecules with more than a few atoms however, it is 
sometimes very difficult to observe and interpret vibra- 
tlonal structure because of spectral congestion and be- 
cause of the Frzmck-Condon principle which favors 

the appearance of only a limited number of vibrational 
modes. Multiphoton ionization (MPI) in conJunction 
with photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has been used 
to help elucidate the multiphoton ionization mecha- 
nism 12-61, but has not really been applied to photo- 
electron spectroscopy problems until the work of 
Meek et al. [7] on toluene. In resonant two-photon 
ionization, a molecule can be exerted through a number 

of real Intermediate vibronic levels. Since each of these 
WIU have a different set of Franck-Condon factors and 

selection rules for ionization, we find that MPI photo- 
electron spectroscopy provides a means of obtaming 
addItIonal vibrational information about polyatomrc 
ions. 

THIS new technique is illustrated on chlorobenzene 
(C6H5CI) whose UV absorption spectrum has been well 
studied [B-IO] and whose MPI spectrum IS easdy ob- 
tained [ l1,12], By using different vlbromc levels of the 

excited ‘B, state, we are able to assign the vibrational 

frequencies of the fust five in-plane modes of the 

chlorobenzene catron, rdcntifying three modes which 

were previously unobserved. 

2. Experimental 

Photoelectron energy distnbutions were measured 

by a tune-of-flight (TOF) method similar to that used 
by White et 31. [ 131. The TOF photoelectron energy 

analyzer used in these experrments is shown in fig. 1. It 
consists of a magnettcally stuelded flight tube, rvtth an 
electrostatlcally shtelded multrchannel array electron 
detector (Caldeo FTD2003) at one end, and an iomza- 
tion source at the other. The ionizing laser (Quanta-Ray 
Nd : YAG pumped dye) is frequency doubled and the 
output focused mto the TOF spectrometer wtth a cy- 
lindncal 150 mm focal length lers. The neutral molecules 
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FIN 1. Schematrc of eupcrlmenti htPt PES sppara~us. 
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are introduced mto the Ionization volume III a seeded 

(~1% m argon) free-jet expansion, which serves to re- 

duce hot-band congestlon m the photoelectron spectra. 

The typlcal background pressure IS 3- X 10m6 Torr. 

Electrons arc qected from the lonizatlon volume in 

all dircctlons, and their kinetic energy distnbutlon is 

measured by recording the electron arrival time distribu- 

tion. Smce no collection fields are used, only a small 
fraction (4 X 10-J) of the electrons are detected. In 
general, signal IS not a problem, since in our rather large 
focal “stripe” we can produce up to ~5 X lo4 ions/shot 
before spacecharge broademng of the electron energy 
datrlbutlon becomes apparent. Typical Signal levels are 

IO coJnts/shot By rotating the laser polarization vector, 
the photoelectron angular dlstrlbution IS found to be 
ausotroplc. The photoelectron signal for chlorobenzene 
IS a factor of two greater when the polarization vector 
IS along rather than perpendicular to the detection dlrcc. 
tron. The photoelectron spectra reported here were ob- 
tamed by settmg the linear polamation vector of the 

laser at the magic angle (54.7”) with respect to the de- 

tection dlrection. 

Electron energy IS inversely proportional to the 

square of the arrival time. The photoelectron spectrum 
IS obtamed by applying this transformntlon. The spec- 
tra are cahbrated by me lsuring photoelectron spectra 
of xenon. Calibration IS found to be stable to within 
5% over a period of days. 

3. Results and discussion 

We Ionize chlorobenzene by pumping with one pho- 

ton to the first excited singlet state (‘Bz) of the neutral. 
On more photon of the same wavelength wdl then 
ionue the molecule. Fig, 2 shows the wavelength depen- 

dence of the ionization signal in the region Just above 

the ‘61 O-O band. The spectrum was taken in our TOF 
~KE.S spectrometer and will be discussed in a later paper 
[ 121. There are some questions remaining about the 
vibrational structure of the chlorobenzene molecule. 
Tentatively, we are using the vlbrational state asslgn- 
ments and notation taken from the absorption spectros- 
copy work of Bist and co-workers [IO]. 

Fig. 3 shows the photoelectron kinetic energy spectra 
taken at wavelengths pumping the first four vlbratlonal 
levels of IB2 chlorobenzene. In fig. 3a (& = 269.9 nm), 
ionization occurs through the vibrationless level of the 
‘B, stntc ions are formed almost exclusively in the 

ground vibrational state, with a small hot band observ- 

able to higher energies and a small shoulder appearing 
to the low-energy side of the mam peak due to vlbr;I- 

tionally excited 1011s In fig. 3b (A,, = 267.78 nm; 
ISbh), the resonant intcnnediate state has one quan- 
tum of V,& excited Ionization results in a distnbution 
of vibrational excitation. The largest group of ions IS 

formed with one quantum of VI& and smaller frac- 
tions appear with cxcitatlon of r+$, +J, + VI&, and in 

the vlbrattonless state. In fig. 3c (A,, = 267.18 run; 
6aA), ionization occurs through the ~6~ level of the LB2 

266 0 267.0 25; 0 26kJ.O 270.: nm 

PIE. 2. hlPl spectrum ofJct-coolcd chlorobcnzcnc showing parent ion signal versus wavelength. 
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r (a) EXCITING O-O BAND I (b) EXCITING p,8b 267.78 nm 
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i-l&. 3. MPl PES spectra of clrlorobcnzcnc. V1brdtron.d progressions Jnd rneray spaangs xc hsfcd 

state. The most promment feature of the 1011 vibration- 
al distribution is a progression In Q~. In addition, a 
substantial number of ions are formed with one qusn- 
turn of VI2 and in a mode with a 142 meV frequency, 
which IS possibly either uga or vYb (denottd as r&/gb). 
In fig. 3d (A,, = 266.12 nm, 6b,), excrtatron is through 
r+& in the IB, state. A short progression in vGb is ob- 
served U-I the IOII as well 8s excrtaflon of VIZ and Yg&,. 

fulllOSt no ions are formed in the vibrational ground 
state. The measured ion vibrational frequencies arc sum- 
marized in table 1 ahng with the corresponding ground- 
state and excited-state (‘B?) frequencres of the neutral. 

Finally we note that no electrons (5% of total signal) 
are observed with kinetic energies greater than expected 
from ionization at the two-photon level of excitatron. 
This is true not only under the low power density con- 

ditrons used in taking the reported spectra (al X 107 
W/cmZ), but also when using the focused 4th harmonic 

of the Nd. YAC laser (~1 X 109 \V/cm~). Similar results 

were obtained for benzene by Meek et al. [3). 
Clearly, by changing the intermedlate vrbronic level 

in resonant two-photon lonizatlon, we are able to alter 

the Ion vibrational distribution. Smgle-photon WV 
photoelectron spectroscopy usually involves an elec- 
tronicay allowed transition from n bound orbital to nn 

outgoing wave. As such, vtbromc Interactions play a 

minor role except where there are Mm-Teller effects 
[I]. The consequence of this is that totally symmetric 

(“l)vrbrational modes predominate in the photoelec- 
tron spectra [ 141. In MPI PES, the use of an interme- 

drate uibrorlic level permits non.tota!!y symmetric 

vibrations (In thus case, b3) to appear in UK final ion 
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Table 1 

Compxlson of the mcxucd vlbratlowl frcqucnc!cs III the chlorobcnzenc catIon to those of the neutralground state and ‘82 CY- 

clrcd st3tc 

VIbratIonal Neutral Neutral Ion ground 

mode ground c\ctrd 

state (‘A,), state (‘B2), 

state (‘8,). 

(Czv symmetry) prcscnt work 
rcf [lOI ref. [ 101 (cm-‘) 
(cm-t) (cm-‘) 

_ - 

18b (bz) 294.7 281.3 266 + 1s 

63 (a*) 416 8 3782 419 f 10 

6b (bz) 614.9 511.0 4512 10 

I?. (~1) 706 5 671.3 661 2 10 

93 (31) 1153.0 980.6 

9b (bz) 1167 1 11494 I 1145 f I5 a) 

___- --- 

,I Awpnmcnt unclear. 

state dlstrtbutton. Moreover. by tunmg to different 

vlbromc levels of the mtermedlate, one has some 
control over the nature of the fmnl-state wbratlon- 

al modes. To the extent that the intermediate state has 
a geometry simtlar to that of the ion, excltatlon through 
a particular vlbronic level of the mtemedlate tends to 
result In the appearance in the ion of a short progresston 

tn the same vibrational mode and the excitation of only 
a few other vIbrational modes Several advantages ap- 
pear to accrue from the ablhty to “tune” the product 
of the vlbronrc selection rules and Franck-Condon fac- 
tors for each single-photon transition. Assignment of the 
spectra is greatly simplified. Thus helps to overcome a 
rna~or problem confronted rn many smgte-photon PES 

studies where the vibrational assignments are often best 
educated guesses. In addition, spectral congestion 1s re- 
duced, since different ion vibrational modes appear 
when lonlzation IS through different intermediate v1- 
bronic levels. For example, the frequencies of v6a and 
V6b are easily measured in spite of the fact that the dif- 
ference m their frequcncles (4 meV) IS smaller than our 
instrumental resolution. Fmally, we stress that the fre- 
quencies of non-totally symmetric ion vIbratIonal modes 
may be determmed 

4. Conclusion 

MPI photoelectron spectra of chlorobenzene have 
been presented. We have measured the frequencies of 
five vibrational modes of the chlorobenzene cation, in- 

cluding two non-totally symmetric modes which are 
not observed in the conventional single-photon PES 
[ 141. When these results are examined together with 

those of Meek et al. [7] on toluene, it is apparent 
that MPI PES should provide a powerful, general meth- 
od for determming the vibrational structure of ground- 
state molecular Ions. 
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